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Abstract. This paper derives marketing-influenced Glauber dynamics
for socially-contingent consumer choice, which rests on the foundation of
socially-contingent random utility. This dynamics model provides companies with a reinforcement learning approach to influencing consumer
decision-making. The paper presents a procedure for using machine learning algorithms to estimate consumer preferences as well as direct and
social biases on the network. The paper discusses the use of market research to estimate inherent biases and marketing responses for individual
consumers. Finally, the paper illustrates on a star-chain network how optimization of marketing allocation depends on parameter estimation.
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A Marketing Game

This is principally a position paper in which we argue for a model of consumer
decision-making that affords analysis and optimization of marketing influence.
Our model builds off of well-established models in economics, and while it differs
in subtle points, it is precisely these points that open the door for understanding
and application of influence on decision-making within a social network.
Consider a market in which consumers choose between two alternatives, Product A and Product B, according to their perception of the value of these two
choices. The Products may be commercial products or political candidates, for
example, an individual’s perceived utility of such owing to enhanced productivity, enjoyment, or status. In exchange for the product they choose, they give
to Company A or Company B, respectively, their money, or vote, for example.
To enhance the perception that consumers have of their respective products,
Companies A and B market their products to consumers in a social network, as
depicted in Figure 1. The point of emphasizing the social network is to underscore
the role that social connections play in influencing the decisions of consumers,
and the strategy involved in companies selecting which consumers to target with
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Fig. 1: (a) (perpendicular) view of a star-chain network that does not show marketing. The consumer with d + 1 neighbors is the hub c1 ; the d consumers whose
only neighbor is the hub are the leaves l1 , . . . , ld ; the remaining consumers are the
chain consumers c2 , . . . , c7 . (b) (parallel) view of network illustrating marketing
influence by Company A (red) and Company B (blue).

marketing. One may approach this problem with the scientific objective of seeking to characterize influence imparted by particular (types of) individuals or
a particular network topology; or the engineering objective of seeking to optimize influence irrespective of the respective individuals or topology. This paper
addresses the engineering objective.
The market share [3] for Company A with respect to consumer k is the probability pk (A) that consumer k chooses Product A. Likewise for Product B. With
respect to the entire network, the market share of a Company is the sum, over
all consumers in the network, of the probabilities that each consumer chooses
their Product. The bias µk of consumer k is the difference in the probabilities of
selecting A and B, i.e.,
∆

µk = pk (A) − pk (B).
The total bias on the network is the sum of the biases of all consumers,
X
X
µk =
[pk (A) − pk (B)]
k∈V

k∈V

=

X
k∈V

pk (A) −

X
k∈V

pk (B) ,

(1)
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the difference in market share [3] of the two companies. Note that Company A
wants to maximize, whereas Company B seeks to minimize, total bias.
Companies A and B select respective marketing allocations, which are subsets
of consumers to target with consumer-specific types of marketing, by learning
models for the consumer choice probabilities pk (·) that take into account the
effect of marketing, by optimizing over expected total bias. It is this that we
refer to as A Marketing Game.
The framework presented in this paper provides a firm foundation on which
to construct a decision-influencing operation. However, in order for such an operation to be viable, it must leverage advances in so-called affective computing
[8], which connects states of mind, for example preference between Products
A and B, and the effects of such preference, for example content shared on
social media. Moreover, in [33] we introduced a marketing response for each consumer that reflects consumers’ individual responsiveness to a particular type of
marketing. Such a marketing response will necessarily abide by the well-known
Weber-Fecher or Stevens Laws [37] in quantifying the change in a consumer’s
perception of the value, or utility, of a Product, as a function of the marketing
intensity, e.g., frequency and duration. In other words, this paper proposes a
theoretical scaffold upon which to organize relevant social science contributions.
The following section discusses related work and the contributions of this
paper. Section 3 provides overview on socially-contingent random utility and
introduces the marketing-influenced parametrization thereof. Section 4 discusses
the emphasis on influences in our model in the context of prior emphasis on socalled influentials. Section 5 briefly discusses the connection between consumer
preferences and posts on social media. Section 6 outlines the basic data analytic
components of A Marketing Game. Finally, Section 7 concludes with a discussion
of limitations and future work.

2

Related Work

The problem of influencing decision-making on a social network has attracted
a great deal of attention [15,12,35,19,45,27,1]. Some of this attention has focused on the role played by network topology [45,27]. Social networks have been
characterized in different ways, the two most prominent being the small-world
[44] and scale-free [2] properties. Small-world networks are defined as occupying an intermediate position between completely random and completely regular networks, in terms of so-called clustering coefficient and average (shortest)
path length. Scale-free networks possess so-called power-law degree distributions,
which result in a characteristic of relatively few hubs, individuals who are highly
connected within the network, with most others connected to few others. There
has been recent work showing that spanning trees of scale-free networks are typically themselves scale-free [21]. As such we feel that the so-called star-chain
network illustrated in Figure 1 (a) is a useful atom to consider. The numerical
analysis we present in Sections 6.1 and 6.3 will be with respect to this network.
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In addition to network topology, there is the issue of choice dynamics on
the network, the process by which consumers form and modify their preferences
in response to interactions with neighboring consumers. Kempe et al [19] and
Watts and Dodds [45] have examined dynamics ranging from contagion models inspired by epidemiology to threshold models tantamount to best-response
in the parlance of so-called interaction games [4,27]. The language of contagion
and epidemic can in part be traced to The Tipping Point [15] in which Gladwell
draws analogy between widespread product adoption and the outbreak of disease. Unfortunately, the epidemic analogy is rather misleading with respect to
product adoption. For example, if neighboring consumers i and j are “infected”,
respectively, with Products A and B, and i infects j, then j is no longer infected
with B. But this is not how diseases work, and as such, epidemics is not a good
model for the adoption of preferences on a network.
On the other hand, Gladwell also identified more germane forces influencing
the spread of a Product. Through a number of examples he argues that connectors, mavens, and salesmen facilitate diffusion of product preference. In addition,
he introduces the idea of a Product’s stickiness to indicate the likelihood that
consumers will continue to choose a product after gaining experience with it. A
central argument of this paper is that these concepts, while informal, are nevertheless captured in a rather simple parametrization of consumer choice based
on random utility [26]. In particular, the socially-contingent extension of random
utility introduced by Blume [4], and explored by Montanari and Saberi [27] in
the context of Product adoption, includes the inherent bias αi of a consumer
towards the Products, and social biases θj→i and θi→j indicating the influence
that neighboring consumers i and j exert upon one another. That is to say, the
inherent bias αi captures the stickiness of Gladwell’s formulation, while the social
biases θj→i and θi→j capture the relative ’maven-ness’ of neighboring consumers
towards on another.
Montaneri and Saberi [27] considered the effect of network topology on preference adoption in the case of non-uniform inherent biases where all inherent
biases favored the same Product. While we feel, and discuss briefly in Section
3.2, that such a model is useful for certain markets of social decision-making,
it is ill-suited for modeling product adoption. For one, it, and indeed the majority of works that can be interpreted within the interaction game paradigm
[35,19,45,14,9,1], model choice updates as best-responses to inherent and social
biases, conditioned on the preferences of one’s neighbors. Moreover and more importantly, the model in [27] does not include marketers for the Products. Indeed,
the common approach of these works is seeding a Product at a select subset of
consumers and then analyzing production adoption under best-response choice
dynamics, without any ongoing efforts to market the Product.
In contradistinction, in our model consumers update their preferences randomly 1 , according to the logit choice response model [26] with inherent biases
1

It is important to note that in [4] and [27], among others, randomness is included in
the choice updates. However, such noisy best-response dynamics are employed as a
stratagem to force convergence to the payoff rather than risk dominant strategy.
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{αi } and social biases {θj→i } determined from data. In [10] they consider the
problem of learning the influences between neighboring consumers. Their learning criterion is a squared error metric with respect to a deterministic choice dynamics model. On the other hand, random utility [5,26] theory reflects the fact
that, with respect to a particular market, consumer choices will appear random
due to the fact that decisions made between alternatives A and B will nevertheless be influenced by considerations external to the market. In other words,
utility is viewed as a parametrization of the actual frequencies with which consumers exhibit preference between alternatives. The modeler will decompose the
parametrization into different influences that one suspects may be important,
and which correspond to data that can be observed. That is, random utility theory is a truly data-driven framework for modeling consumer decision-making.
More important than the resulting stochastic choice dynamics, the power
of the random utility parametrization is that by including marketing into the
parametrization, Companies A and B can approach the problem of optimizing
their marketing allocations within the framework of reinforcement learning [38].
That is, miA and miB are marketing biases applied to consumer i from Companies
A and B, respectively. Decisions by Companies A and B as to which consumers to
target with marketing will be determined by learning inherent and social biases,
as well as the marketing responses [33] of individual consumers to different types
of marketing. The marketing response and the level of investment by Company
A, for instance, in marketing to consumer i, is what determines the value of
the marketing bias miA . The marketing responses will be learned by market
research. On the other hand, inherent and social biases can be learned by wellknown inference algorithms for graphical models [42]. Marketers are indicated
in Figure 1 (b), and correspond to the salesmen of Gladwell’s model.
Recently, Abebe et al have considered the problem of maximizing influence
from the perspective of modifying consumers’ so-called susceptibiliites [1]. Our
argument here is that consumer i’s susceptibility, if you will, can be decomposed
into inherent bias αi , social biases θj→i , and marketing biases miA and miB . In
the context of this paper, then, modifying a consumer’s susceptibility amounts
to Company A, for example, investing more, presumably in effective marketing,
to increase the marketing bias miA applied to consumer i. In future work, it could
correspond to efforts to influence social biases between neighboring consumers,
for example the effect of rumor spreading.
This paper rigorously derives the marketing-influenced parametrization that
enables incorporation of marketing responses into a model of consumer network
decision-making. This paper likewise presents a general template for learning
network biases from social media content. Such learned biases are fused with
marketing responses gleaned from market research to form a model of network
decision-making. We illustrate in Section 6.3 the importance of parameter estimation in optimizing marketing allocation. In particular, if Company A is unable
to distinguish between an inherent bias in favor of Company B and marketing
bias applied by Company B, what Company A determines to be the best allocation could in fact be the worst.
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Choice Dynamics Model

Consumers choose between alternatives A and B in part as a result of the perceived utility of each alternative. Utility can be viewed as a scale for measuring
differences in a consumer’s perception of the respective value provided by each
alternative [40,24]. This perceived value is partly due to objective matters such
as price and monetary returns, but also to more subjective matters such as
enhanced enjoyment and status. For example, prospect theory [20] posits that
choices are often determined more by minimization of risk rather than maximization of monetary expectation, presumably because losing a gamble can result in
a loss of status, and therefore greater utility is assigned to a more certain though
less obviously beneficial possibility.
Random utility theory [5,26], on the other hand, is somewhat more agnostic,
positing instead that consumers maximize utility, but that the utility assigned
to an alternative by a consumer can be decomposed into known and unknown
sources. Such a parametrization may, of course, obscure explanation of the observed frequencies of choice, for example, as provided by prospect theory [20]. In
this section we introduce the marketer into the random utility parametrization
of socially-contingent choice, which, as we discuss in Section 6, enables Companies to combine market research, data analytics, and simulation, to optimize
marketing allocation.
Let

1 if consumer i chooses A
xi =
(2)
−1 if consumer i chooses B
numerically denote consumer i’s choice or preference, and Xi the random variable
associated with consumer i’s possible choice. We will abuse notation and let
xi refer to both the numerical value (1 or -1) and the choice (A or B). Let
x = (x1 , . . . , x|V | ) denote a configuration of choices on the network, and X =
(X1 , . . . , X|V | ) the random field associated with choices on the network.
3.1

Random Utility Parametrization of Choice

In choosing between alternatives A and B, consumers seek to maximize between
the utilities


uA + A
U=
,
(3)
uB + B
where uA and uB are the known sources of utility assigned respectively to Products A and B, and A and B are the respective unknown sources of utility. For
example, if a modeler opted to use expected monetary gain as the known sources
of utility uA and uB , then a consumer’s preference for a certain gain over a less
certain but larger gain would be attributable to the unknown sources of utility
A and B . In this case, by observing the actual frequencies with which consumers choose one alternative over the other, the modeler would fit a value for
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the parameter associated with numerical expectation that predicted monetary
gains obtained from each of the alternatives.
When a consumer updates his choice by maximizing the utility in (3), he
will choose Product A if uA + A > uB + B . Because the sources of utility A
and B are unknown, we model them as random variables. Therefore, whether a
consumer chooses Product A will likewise be random, with probability
p(uA + A > uB + B ) = p(A − B > uB − uA ) .

(4)

Assume that the unknown sources of utility A and B are distributed as
the maxima of sequences of independent and identically distributed random
variables. In this case (4) becomes a logit response distribution [26,39], i.e.,
euA
,
(5)
euA + euB
and likewise for p(B). As such, the utilities uA and uB can be viewed as a
parametrization of individual choice probabilities. In part for this reason, the
logit model is common in marketing research [18,25]. One can also derive randomness in individual choice by hypothesizing bounded rationality [36] on the
part of consumers.
Different assumptions about A and B will lead to different choice rules. For
example, if the unknown sources of utility for different alternatives are instead
modeled as dependent, one instead derives a nested logit model, which can be
viewed as an iterative logit model akin to Tversky’s model of aspect elimination
[41]. Moreover, if A and B are modeled as sums rather than maxima of i.i.d.
variables, one derives a probit rather than a logit model [39].
p(A) =

3.2

Socially-Contingent Parametrization of Choice

When the parametrization of consumers’ utilities are contingent upon the choices
of other consumers, the interdependence of utility is referred to as a game [4].
Such socially contingent choice can be extended to networks of consumers [4,7]
whose individual choices are contingent upon a small subset of other consumers,
referred to as neighbors. Let ∂i denote the set of neighbors of consumer i. The
known sources of utility uA and uB for consumer i will be decomposed additively
into utility derived through agreement or disagreement with his neighbors in ∂i.
Let uiA|A and uiB|A be the respective known utilities that consumer i derives
from Products A and B conditioned on neighbor j ∈ ∂i having chosen Product A.
Likewise for uiA|B and uiB|B conditioned on j having chosen B. This dependence
can be summarized by the matrix
"
#
uiA|A uiA|B
i
,
u|j =
uiB|A uiB|B
where the column corresponds to the choice by j. Following Blume [4], we can
re-write ui|j as

 

θj→i −θj→i
αi|j αi|j
+
ui|j =
,
(6)
−θj→i θj→i
−αi|j −αi|j
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where
θj→i =

uiA|A + uiA|B − uiB|A − uiB|B
4

and
αi|j

=

uiA|A − uiA|B − uiB|A + uiB|B
4

.

Here, θj→i is the social bias exerted upon consumer i by neighbor j, due to
whether i makes the same choice as j. We define
X α 
∆
i|j
αi =
−αi|j
j∈∂i


αi
=
(7)
−αi
to be the inherent bias of consumer i, with αi > 0 indicating a bias in favor of
Product A and αi < 0 a bias in favor of Product B.
Using the numerical representation of choice (2), the utility vector (3) for
consumer i, conditioned on the choices x∂i of his neighbors, can now be decomposed as
P


αi +
θj→i xj + iA
j∈∂i
 .
P
U|x∂i = 
(8)
−αi −
θj→i xj + iB
j∈∂i

Applying the socially-contingent decomposition of utility (8) to the random utility update (5) yields the following choice dynamics:
(
)
P
(t)
exp
θj→i xi xj + αi xi
(t)

p(xi |x∂i ) =

j∈∂i

Zi|x(t)

,

(9)

∂i

referred to as Glauber dynamics [16] in the statistical mechanics literature, where
Zi|x(t) is the normalizing constant referred to as the (local) partition function at
∂i
i conditioned on x∂i at time t.
Best- or near best-response dynamics [4,46,13,28,45,27,14] have long been
considered . As discussed in [39], scaling the utilities uA and uB by a constant
β > 0 amounts to adjusting the relative importance of the known and unknown
sources of utility. For example, the probability of a consumer choosing Product
A becomes
p(βuA + A > βuB + B ) = p(uA +

A
B
> uB +
),
β
β
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in which case the limit β → ∞ would amount to a market in which consumers’
perception of utility for Products A and B significantly outweigh sources of utility external to the market; moreover, a market in which the modeler is fully aware
of the within-market sources of utility. Such a construction, considered explicitly
in [27] and implicitly in [45] and [14], is useful from the scientific objective of
understanding social norms, where emphasis on fitting in likely outweighs influences from other markets. However, from the engineering objective of using data
to influence consumer decision-making, consumer choice should not be modeled
under a β → ∞ scaling of known utility, but rather stochastically, as (9), where
utilities αi and θj→i can be estimated from data as those that predict actual
choice frequencies.
More importantly, one needs to include the marketer into the model so that
companies can account for the influence that marketing has on choice dynamics.
3.3

Including the Marketer in Choice Parametrization

On a purely mathematical level, the primary contribution of this paper is incorporating the influence of marketing for Products A and B into the above
parametrization of choice dynamics. In pioneering work, Harold Laswell [22]
examinined the social role that media advertising plays in consumer decisionmaking. Around the same time, David Ogilvy [29] opened what would become
Ogilvy and Mather, ushering in an age of content marketing, in which emphasis
was placed on communicating with consumers in a more informative rather than
promotional manner. It therefore makes sense to view the marketer as a social
connection with a constant preference.
We include in the socially-contingent decomposition of utility (8) the marketing biases miA > 0 and miB > 0 applied by Companies A and B, respectively,
to consumer i, as
P


αi + miA − miB +
θj→i xj + iA
j∈∂i
 .
P
U|x∂i = 
(10)
−αi − miA + miB −
θj→i xj + iB
j∈∂i

The marketing biases applied to a consumer are tantamount to the social biases
neighboring consumers exert upon each other, for example as indicated in Figure
1 (b). The strength of the marketing biases will depend on the marketing response
[33] of consumer i to the particular type of marketing, which indicates the degree
of influence as a function of marketing intensity. This is discussed briefly in
Section 6.2.
The choice dynamics now become
(
)
P
(t)
exp
θj→i xi xj + θi xi
(t)

p(xi |x∂i ) =

j∈∂i

Zi|x(t)
∂i

where θi = αi +

miA

−

miB

is the direct bias of consumer i.

,

(11)
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Influences vs. Influentials

Slightly before Lasswell’s work, Paul Lazarsfield et al analyzed the influence of
media on consumer choice in a presidential election, concluding that for most
consumers, social bias was more influential than the applied bias of media marketing. Based on these findings, they introduced the two-step model of communication [23] whereby the role of a marketer was to target influential opinion
leaders, as they were the gateway to everyone else. In the The Tipping Point [15],
Malcolm Gladwell revisited the idea of influentials with his salesmen, mavens,
and connectors.
In contrast, it is important to note that our model does not stress influential
individuals, but rather influences. For example, if θi→j > θj→i , for each neighbor
j ∈ ∂i, then we might refer to consumer i as a maven, one who exerts a strong
influence over the preferences of others. On the other hand, we might simply say
that i is a maven in his interactions with neighbor j1 , if θi→j1 > θj1 →i , even if
θi→j2 < θj2 →i , for some other neighbor j2 ∈ ∂i. If i is a hub in the network, or
connects otherwise distant regions of the network, we might refer to consumer i
as a connector. Moreover, an inherent bias αi can be interpreted as the difference
in stickiness between Product A and Product B, with respect to consumer i.
The relative importance of these influences will depend on the overall constellation of influences. Indeed, Watts and Dodds [45] found that under certain
combinations of inherent and social biases2 , targeting connectors would result
in a so-called cascade, while with other combinations, targeting connectors did
not lead to a cascade. Our objective is not to affirm or contradict the so-called
influentials hypothesis, nor to identify a priori which influences are more important. Rather, the relative importance of influences will manifest in simulation of
the network under influences estimated from data.
As indicated above, our primary mathematical contribution is including the
influence of the salesmen, through marketing biases miA and miB .

5

Social Media Posts
(t)

(t)

At a given time t, the configuration of choices x(t) = (x1 , . . . , x|V | ) on the
network represent preferences for the two Products. There is a corresponding
(t)
(t)
configuration y(t) = (y1 , . . . , y|V | ) of consumer posts. Posts can be an image,
a block of text, or a combination of the two. If at time t consumer i prefers
(t)
Product A, the post yi could reflect positive sentiment with respect to A or
negative sentiment with respect to B [30].
(t+1)
When consumer i updates his choice to xi
, he does so based on his inherent bias towards Products A and B, the applied bias from Companies A and
B, the social biases from his neighbors, and his understanding of the preferences
(t)
indicated in his neighbors’ posts {yj : j ∈ ∂i}. We assume in this paper that
2

They referred to the susceptibility of a consumer.
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(t)

the post yi is perfectly correlated with consumer i’s choice xi , so that con(t)
sumer i’s neighbors can be said to observe i’s choice xi . In general, however,
(t+1)
there may be some ambiguity between consumer i’s post yi
and his actual
(t+1)
(t+1)
preference xi
[31]. When a consumer updates his choice to xi
, he creates
(t+1)
a new post yi
.
In Section 6 we briefly discuss the use of deep learning [17] and sentiment
analysis [8] to detect semantic relationships between objects and topics in consumers’ social media posts. In order to fully leverage these tools, Companies will
additionally need models correlating a user’s preference towards Products (commercial or electoral) and the semantic content of their social media posts. For
example, consumers i and j may both prefer political candidate A, but whereas
consumer i may post favorable content with respect to candidate A, consumer
j may post unfavorable content with respect to candidate B.

6

Analytics of A Marketing Game

As mentioned in Section 1, introducing marketing biases into the parametrization
of choice dynamics places A Marketing Game within the purview of reinforcement learning. That is, Companies A and B will learn marketing biases miA and
miB , respectively, through market research; direct biases θi = αi + miA − miB
and social biases θj→i through a combination of deep learning [17] and graphical
model inference algorithms [42,32]; and use the resulting learned model of network choice dynamics to select the marketing allocation that optimizes predicted
market share.
To be sure, successfully implementing this approach will require considerable
interdisciplinary effort. Namely: on the marketing side, we need to understand
how users’ mental states will respond to content, so that we can create content marketing; on the analytics side, we need to understand how users’ mental
states create content, so that we can respond with appropriate content analytics; in particular, we need to understand how to use deep learning to infer from
posted social media content consumer preferences that are in turn influenced by
marketing content posted by Companies.
In this section we briefly discuss the basic components of an analytics pipeline,
illustrated in Figure 2, for leveraging the marketing-influenced socially-contingent
parametrization of consumer choice introduced in Section 3.3. The two components that interact directly with the network are the API / data collection
module, which scrapes user posts from social media, and the content marketing
module, which exposes users to marketing content analogous to the social media
posts of a user’s neighbors. In Section 6.1 we discuss estimation of direct and social biases from social media posts. In Section 6.2 we discuss marketing research
required to estimate consumers’ marketing responses. In Section 6.3 we discuss
simulation of the network under candidate marketing allocations and illustrate
the importance of distinguishing between inherent and marketing biases in favor
of the other Company.
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Fig. 2: Block diagram illustrating data analytic components of A Marketing
Game.

6.1

Estimation of Direct and Social Biases

A Company will use an application programming interface (API) to collect data,
for example posts y(t−1) , . . . , y(t−T ) , from a social media network. For a given
(t−τ )
consumer i and post yi
, Company A uses machine learning algorithms, for
example a recurrent or convolutional neural network [17] to determine the subject
of the post, and sentiment analysis [8] to determine the consumers’ attitudes with
respect to the subject.
Using models correlating preferences and posts, Company A will form an
(t−τ )
estimate x̂i
of consumer i’s preference, which can be viewed as a noisy version
(t−τ )
of xi
, the noise being determined by the accuracy of the machine learning
algorithms. From the perspective of Company A, the preferences (X) constitute
a hidden Markov random field in which noisy observations {x̂(t−τ ) } are observed,
while true choices {x(t−τ ) } are unobserved.
In order to simplify things, assume that Company A’s machine learning algorithms are perfect, so that Company A observes the true sequence of choice
configurations {x(t−τ ) }. Company A can leverage the Markov property of X, that
knowing the choices of a consumer’s neighbors renders the consumer’s choices in-
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Fig. 3: Estimates θ̂c1 of the direct bias for hub consumer c1 in Figure 1 (a) as a
function of sample complexity. Note that the estimates converge to a direct bias
of θ̂c1 = −2, which favors Company B. Note also that this estimate does not
disambiguate αc1 + mcA1 − mcB1 . In Sections 6.2 and 6.3 we will assume that this
estimation is performed by Company A and used in the evaluation of candidate
marketing allocations.

dependent of choices outside of his neighborhood, by minimizing the conditional
description length [32]
(t−T :t) (t−T :t)
D̄(xi
|x∂i
; θī )

=−

T
X

(t−τ )

log p(xi

(t−τ )

|x∂i

; θī )

τ =1
(t−T :t)

of consumer i’s choices conditioned on the choices of his neighbors. Here, xi
(t−T )

(t)

∆

indicates the sequence of observations xi
, . . . , xi , and θī = θi ∪ {θj→i : j ∈
∂i} denotes the parameter specifying consumer i’s choice. Figure 3 illustrates
estimates of the direct bias for the hub consumer c1 in Figure 1 (a). When
the machine learning algorithm of Company A is not perfect and estimated
parameters θ̃ = (θ̃i , θ̃j→i ) must be determined using noisy observations (x̂(t−τ ) ),
Company A can use a variant of the well-known expectation-minimization (EM)
algorithm [11].
The reason for focusing on estimating consumer preferences rather than simply social media posts is that our ultimate concern is whether a consumer will
purchase a product or vote for a candidate. Therefore, we want to go from posts
back to states of mind, i.e., preferences with respect to Product alternatives.
This implies that one has to be somewhat judicious regarding what posts one
“pulls” for the purposes of estimating network biases.
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Fig. 4: Hypothetical marketing responses indicating marketing bias miA applied
to consumer i by Company A as a function of investment diA , for different values
of inherent bias αi .

6.2

Estimating Marketing Response

The relationship between marketing investment in a consumer and the resulting
perceived utilities miA and miB would, in practice, be determined by market
research. Such a relationship between stimulus (i.e., marketing) intensity and
perception of value will likely obey the well-known Weber-Fechner [6] or Stevens
[37] Laws.
For example, there would be a saturation effect where additional investment
has only negligible influence on consumer choice. Moreover, the response of a
consumer to marketing by a Company would likely depend on any inherent
bias of the consumer towards Products A or B. For example, if a consumer
has a bias towards one or the other product, we would expect that he will be
less responsive to marketing from both Companies than if he has no bias. For
instance, if a consumer is biased in favor of Product A, marketing by Company
A will only incrementally add to the effective attractiveness of Product A. On
the other hand, if a consumer is biased in favor of Product B, marketing by
Company B can only do so much to attract the consumer. Figure 4 illustrates
hypothetical marketing responses for a consumer.
In the previous section, Company A forms an estimate
θ̃c1 = α̃c1 + m̃cA1 − m̃cB1

(12)

of the direct bias at consumer c1 . If Company A knows the shape of consumer c1 ’s
marketing response, for example as illustrated in Figure 4, then given an estimate
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α̃c1 of consumer c1 ’s inherent bias, Company A can form an estimate m̃cA1 of
the marketing strength applied to consumer c1 at a given level of investment.
Company A can then estimate m̃cB1 from (12). In particular, it can determine
whether a direct bias at consumer c1 in favor of Product B is due to inherent bias
or marketing. We will see in the next section that being able to disambiguate
inherent and applied bias can have dramatic consequences for the allocation of
marketing resources. Estimating inherent biases and marketing responses can be
carried out with surveys, focus groups, and A/B testing.
6.3

Simulation and Optimization

The estimated direct and social biases from Section 6.1 will be combined with
the estimated marketing responses from Section 6.2 into a model of network
decision-making for candidate marketing allocations. Company A will in general
simulate the corresponding choice dynamics (11) and select the allocation that
optimizes expected market share. To illustrate, we consider a simplified scenario:
symmetric social biases on the star-chain network of Figure 1 (a), where all
consumers except the hub consumer c1 have inherent bias αi = 0 and marketing
biases miB = 0 from Company B. We consider optimization of Company A’s
allocation under three cases for the direct bias of c1 . The first two correspond
to the estimated direct bias θ̂c1 = −2 shown in Figure 3. In other words, how
does Company A’s optimal allocation depend on whether that direct bias is an
inherent bias in favor of Company B versus a marketing bias from Company
B? The third case considers that consumer c1 has an inherent bias in favor of
Company A.
Blume [4] shows that if the social biases are symmetric, that is, θj→i =
θi→j = θij , for all pairs of neighboring consumers i and j, then the dynamics of
(11) converge to the equilibrium Gibbs distribution given by
p(x; θ) =

X
X
1
exp{
θij xi xj +
θ i xi } ,
Z(θ)
{i,j}

(13)

i∈V

where
Z(θ) =

X

exp{

x

X

θij xi xj +

{i,j}

X

θ i xi }

i∈V

is the (global) partition function. The total bias (1) can be computed as
X

µk =

k∈V

X Zk (A) − Zk (B)
,
Zk (A) + Zk (B)

k∈V

where the vector Zk , with components
X
X
X
Zk (A) =
exp{
θij xi xj +
θ i xi }
x:xk =A

{i,j}∈E

i∈V

(14)
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Fig. 5: Total bias on star-chain network with a direct bias at consumer c1 . The
direct bias is either an inherent bias in favor of Product B, i.e., mcB1 = 0 and
αc1 = −2; an applied marketing bias from Company B, i.e., mcB1 = 2 and αc1 = 0;
or an inherent bias in favor of Product A, i.e., mcB1 = 0 and αc1 = 2.
and
Zk (B) =

X
x:xk =B

exp{

X

{i,j}∈E

θij xi xj +

X

θ i xi } ,

i∈V

is the belief for consumer k.
For the star-chain network, we can compute Zk (A) and Zk (B) using Belief
Propagation [42]. Figure 5 illustrates the total bias that results from Company A
allocating a marketing bias miA to a single consumer in this star-chain network,
for the three different cases of direct bias at the hub consumer c1 . We see that
if Company A knows only that there is a direct bias in favor of B, without
knowing whether that bias is due to inherent bias or the effect of marketing,
then Company A could actually make the worst marketing allocation when it
thinks it is making the best. That is, Company A placing a unit of marketing
allocation at the hub c1 is optimal if the direct bias at c1 in favor of B is due
to marketing, but is the worst allocation if it is an inherent bias in favor of B.
This comports with the intuition that marketing to consumers who are loyal
towards an opposing brand is not a good investment. On the other hand, if the
direct bias at c1 is an inherent bias in favor of Company A, then Company A
allocating its single unit of marketing to c1 likewise results in the lowest possible
total bias. The reason is that consumer c1 ’s inherent bias towards Product A
already serves as a form of marketing to his neighbors, and thus greater total
bias can be achieved by Company A allocating elsewhere.
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Summary, Limitations, and Future Directions

We have derived the marketing-influenced parametrization of socially-contingent
consumer choice, discussed the estimation of network biases from data, and
analyzed a star-chain network to illustrate optimization of marketing allocation.
Limitations of this paper mainly revolve around work that remains to be done
in order to implement this program on a large scale. For example, looking at real
data from a social network, and implementing machine learning algorithms to
infer consumer preferences. This will inevitably require us to understand asynchronous choice dynamics, as users post content at varying rates. Moreover, while
the simplified scenario in this paper consisted of symmetric social biases, which
in the case of two Products, leads to a tractable equilibrium Gibbs distribution,
in general social biases will not be symmetric and the resulting dynamics will
not have an equilibrium. For instance, social connections on Twitter are asymmetric. Preliminary analysis with asymmetric social biases [34] suggests that,
while not possessing an equilibrium per se, such asymmetric dynamics do have
as a stationary distribution the Gibbs equilibrium corresponding to symmetric
dynamics, albeit with different direct biases. This would be significant regarding
actual implementation of this model, as it has been shown [43] that suboptimal
variational methods with respect to an equilibrium Gibbs model can yield better
performance than Monte Carlo simulation when computing resources are at a
premium.
Furthermore, as highlighted in [10], it is important to consider the case where
the choice dynamics themselves are non-stationary. Social connections and biases
change over time, and it is unlikely that a given set of network biases will remain
constant long enough for a stationary distribution to be attained. Again, the
work in [34] makes some inroads into consideration of transient phase analysis.
Lastly, there is considerable need to focus on market research to understand
marketing responses and the use of such information to disambiguate estimated
direct biases.
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